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ABSTRACT

Friction and wear experiments were conducted with elemental iron sliding on aluminum oxide in aerated sulfuric acid at concentrations ranging from very dilute (7x10^{-5} N; i.e., 4 ppm) to very concentrated (96 percent acid). Load and reciprocating sliding speed were kept constant. With the most dilute acid concentration of 7x10^{-5} to 2x10^{-4} N, a complex corrosion product formed that was friable and often increased friction and wear. At slightly higher concentrations of 0.001 N, metal losses were essentially by wear alone. Because no buildup of corrosion products occurred, this acid concentration became the standard from which to separate metal loss from direct corrosion and mechanical wear losses. When the acid concentration was increased to 5 percent (1 N), the well-established high corrosion rate of iron in sulfuric acid strongly dominated the total wear loss. This strong corrosion increased to 30 percent acid and decreased somewhat to 50 percent acid in accordance with expectations. However, the low corrosion of iron expected at acid concentrations of 65 to 96 percent was not observed in the wear area. It was apparent that the normal passivating film was being worn away and a galvanic cell
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established that rapidly attacked the wear area. Under the conditions where direct corrosion losses were highest, the coefficient of friction was the lowest.

INTRODUCTION

Corrosion has been recognized as an important variable in the friction and wear of metals (1). Still, its role is not well understood. Most studies have been concerned with specific practical problems, such as the use of anti-corrosion additives in lubricants (2) or moving parts in body implants (3). However, general basic knowledge is missing.

The effects of corrosion are complex. There can be a general attack of surfaces with no particular effect in the wear region. However, the wear contact region differs electrochemically from the surroundings. It contains metal that is cold worked, that is being highly stressed elastically as well as plastically, and that is at locally high temperatures at shearing asperities (4,5).

A most important fact is that mechanical wear and corrosion both depend on surface deposits and films. This leads to at least four different interaction phenomena between wear and corrosion. In one, a tenacious, low-friction film can form that resists corrosion losses while lowering mechanical wear losses (6,7). Under other conditions, a thick, friable deposit forms that has high friction and increases mechanically induced wear losses (8). Under a third set of conditions, the mechanical action wears away films that protect against corrosion. This leads to locally high corrosion in the wear area that is enhanced by galvanic coupling with the surrounding regions (8). This has been observed with nickel as well as iron (9). Lastly, there are conditions where it is apparent that, in iron, corrosion losses are simply added to mechanical wear losses (8).
MATERIALS

The iron (better than 99.99 percent pure) was annealed to a hardness of 30 to 35 Rockwell B after machining. The sulfuric acid was ACS reagent-grade concentrated acid, which is specified to be 95.5 to 96.5 percent by weight. The water used to make the solutions was deionized, distilled, and saturated with room temperature air.

APPARATUS

The bullet-shaped, 6.4-mm-diameter iron riders used had a tip radius of 3.2 mm and were 16 mm long overall. They were mounted in a holder and were slid over flats of aluminum oxide (sapphire). These experiments differed from previously reported research (6,7), in which a sapphire ball rider was moved over a flat metal specimen.

The friction apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The aluminum oxide flats were attached to the bottom of glass or polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) cups. In operation, the cups were filled with the acid solution to about 3 mm above the surface of the flats. The cups were held in a vise and reciprocated under the metal slider during an experiment.

Epoxy cement was used to attach the flats to the inside bottom of the glass cups, which had an inside diameter of 30 mm and a height of 16 mm. For the 96 percent acid solution a similar cup was made of PTFE. A groove was cut into the inside bottom of the PTFE cup, and the flat was fitted tightly in the groove so that a cement was not needed.

The flats were cut from smooth, very dense (transparent) sapphire sheets. However, the initial sheets had been used in earlier friction studies and had a few widely spaced scratches. In this work, care was taken to not have the slider cross any of these scratches. Also, sliding was carried out on many different paths on the several flats used. In any case, the soft rounded iron sliders did not visibly groove the flats.
As indicated in Fig. 1 the mounted flats were moved back and forth under the loaded iron rider. The motion of the flats was 1 cm in each direction. The wear motion was variable and shorter because of the friction drag. The rider load was 2.5 N (250 g). The arm holding the rider was flexible, so the friction force could be measured with calibrated strain gages and continuously recorded. There were nine reversals per minute, that is, the aluminum oxide flat traveled at an average speed of 9 cm/min. Each experiment lasted 60 min. Thus the rider passed over the flat 540 times (270 times each way) during an experiment. The experiments were done in air, so the acid was standardized in the aerated condition.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The hemispherical tips of the iron riders were polished with 6- and 3-μm diamond paste. Finish polishing was with a wet metallographic polishing cloth impregnated with 0.3-μm α-aluminum oxide. The specimen was rotated in a small lathe for the polishing operation and washed afterwards.

The aluminum oxide flats in their cups were clamped in the jig. The specimens (the riders) in their holders were lowered to a few millimeters above the flats, and alignments were checked. Then the acid was dropped into the cups to cover the flats to the proper depth. Thereafter the specimen tips were lowered until they just touched the flats, the load was installed, and the experiment was started.

The friction force of the rider moving across the flat was determined by strain gages on the flexible arm that held the loaded rider. The output from the calibrated strain gages was recorded continuously. The coefficient of friction then was the force divided by the load of the rider. The static coefficient $\mu_s$ was the maximum friction force in each direction of travel or, as used, half the maximum force in a complete reversal of travel. The kinetic coefficient $\mu_k$ was estimated in the usual manner by using a force...
that was the mean between the maximum force (stick) and the minimum force (slip) when stick-slip occurred.

The amount of metal lost in wear was determined by measuring the size of the wear area on the tip after an experiment. The maximum length of the wear area, which occurred in the direction of motion, and its width were measured on a photographic print. Then the amount of metal that would have been removed from a circular area of an average diameter was calculated as $10^{-5} \text{ mm}^3$ and used to one, or at most, two significant figures.

**ESTIMATION OF DIRECT CORROSION CONTRIBUTION TO METAL LOSS IN WEAR**

To achieve an insight into the interaction of mechanical wear and corrosion, it is desirable to separate metal losses from the two effects. When the direct corrosion loss is great enough, it is possible to estimate corrosion rates in the wear area. Comparison with published corrosion rates and a comparison of the corrosion pattern in the wear zone with the pattern outside the wear zone provide some insight into the contribution of corrosion to total wear loss.

The basic procedure for estimating corrosion rates in the wear zone was as follows:

1. As a base, the wear area diameter was used to calculate the volume of metal lost under conditions where the corrosive solution did not directly cause the corrosion loss. For iron this base was the diameter of 0.23 mm and total loss of $5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ mm}^3$ obtained with 0.001 N sulfuric acid.

2. The total volume of metal lost due to the combined normal friction and corrosion was measured for each experimental condition. The volume lost under the base condition was subtracted from this to give the volume lost by corrosion.

An important limitation of the procedure are the errors in metal losses introduced by the irregular shape of the wear area. Another limitation of the
estimation process is its inability to detect low corrosion rates. A corrosion rate of over 5 mm/yr is considered unacceptable for iron- or nickel-base alloys (10). Yet this rate would only change the diameter of a 0.23-mm wear area to 0.25 mm, both of which are within the observable scatter band. A rate of 7 mm/yr was therefore used as the detection limit.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The corrosion of iron in neutral (pH = 7), slightly acidic, or slightly basic water is complex. Corrosion reaction products form on the surface, or are deposited on the surface, that are recognized as a mixture of divalent and trivalent hydroxides, oxyhydroxides, and oxides (10-14). There is also X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) evidence that iron sulfate may be part of the built-up layer (6).

Iron usually corrodes rapidly in nonoxidizing acids. However, if the oxidation is strong enough, the iron surface may become passivated by a protective oxide layer. Iron's behavior in sulfuric acid is consistent with this generality. Steel drums can be used for storing 60 to 98 percent sulfuric acid at room temperature. In fact, the well-documented corrosion rates of three concentrations in the range used in this research are shown in table 1(10). Below about 60 percent sulfuric acid the corrosion rates are so high that the use of steel in contact with the acid is impractical. The published results of one laboratory study show that the corrosion rates at 25 and 50 percent sulfuric acid are over a thousand times that at 75 percent acid (13).

The passivating film is probably Fe₂O₃. However, Fe₂O₃ is soluble below a pH of about 2 or 3, which occurs at about 0.01 to 0.001 N. In dilute solutions, pH is an inverse function of hydrogen ion concentration, so increasingly low or negative pH is associated with sulfuric acid up to about 30 percent acid. At higher concentrations the hydrogen ion concentration decreases, so pH increases again. At some high concentrations (60 to 96 percent) the pH is high
enough so that a Fe$_2$O$_3$ film continuous enough to passivate iron would not readily dissolve.

WEAR IN DILUTE SULFURIC ACID

A notable result of friction and wear tests of iron tips operating in sulfuric acid at concentrations of 1.0 N (5 percent) or less (Fig. 2) was that friction and wear were highly variable in the very dilute sulfuric acid range 7x10$^{-5}$ to 2x10$^{-4}$ N (4 to 12 ppm). When a specimen was operated at 10$^{-4}$ N, a high static coefficient of friction ($\mu_s = 0.51$) was observed and wear loss was high (Fig. 3(a)). A thick oxidation product formed in the wear area, which then cracked extensively (Fig. 3(b)). Some of this deposit broke away from the wear area and appeared as wear debris. In a high-magnification SEM photograph of a portion of the wear area that is extensively cracked (Fig. 3(c)) the structure in the cracked corrosion product is observable.

On this and similar specimens a complex surface deposit formed that consisted of iron hydroxides, iron oxides, iron oxyhydroxides, and perhaps iron sulfate, as mentioned earlier. This deposit was weak and friable and was not a protective, passivating film. Friction loading caused it to crack. In those regions where the deposit was thickest, cracking was so bad that the friction was raised and metal loss increased. However, a specimen operated at the same acid concentration but with lower friction ($\mu_s = 0.31$) and showing less wear was similar in appearance except that the cracks were fewer and more localized. This is consistent with the lower friction and wear loss. Note that the buildup of the corrosion product was not limited to the wear area (Fig. 3(c)). It also occurred well outside the wear area (Fig. 3(d)), but not as thickly as it did inside.

An iron tip operated in 0.001 N (0.005 percent) sulfuric acid showed little evidence of corrosion product buildup on the wear area or outside it
Because of the small amount of wear and the general pattern of corrosion and wear, the volume of metal lost and the size of this wear area were taken as the base conditions for estimating how direct corrosion contributed to the removal of metal during wear. The direct corrosion losses as determined by these calculations are given in Table 2. There are no calculations for acid concentrations below 0.001 N. The formation of corrosion products on the surface and their effect on friction and wear mask the effects from direct removal of metal by corrosion.

In 0.01 and 0.1 N (0.05 and 0.5 percent) acid the total wear loss was small (Fig. 2). Table 2 indicates that the contribution of direct corrosion to this loss was below the detection level of 7 mm/yr. The SEM micrographs reveal grain boundary etching outside the wear area in 0.1 N acid.

In 1.0 N (5 percent) acid the surface of the wear area was generally smooth, although the appearance varied somewhat across the area. Outside the wear area the grain boundaries were rather deeply etched, but no deposition products were apparent (Fig. 5). The estimated corrosion rate was much higher at 5 percent (1.0 N) H$_2$SO$_4$. It was high enough to materially add to the metal lost by mechanical friction effects. In fact, the estimated rate of 27 mm/yr is close to the 30 mm/yr reported in the literature (13). This led to the conclusion that the corrosion loss in the wear area was nearly the same as the overall corrosion loss. There does not appear to be a strong galvanic cell between the wear area and its surroundings.

SURFACE STRUCTURES OF IRON WEAR IN CONCENTRATED SULFURIC ACID

The friction and wear of iron were measured after it had operated in 30, 50, 65, 75, and 96 percent sulfuric acid (Fig. 6). For comparison the data point for iron after it had operated in 5 percent (1.0 N) acid is repeated from Fig. 2. The wear increased sharply from the value at 5 percent acid to a maximum at 30 percent acid and then dropped sharply to 50 percent acid. It
dropped a little lower to 65 percent acid, but not to the very low value that
was expected from the known low conversion rate. Wear loss was a little higher
at 75 percent acid and was much higher at 96 percent acid.

Over this composition range of 5 to 96 percent H₂SO₄, the static coef-
ficient of friction ⁵s ranged between 0.28 and 0.18. There was no clear
pattern to the variations, except that the highest corrosion rate was accom-
panied by the lowest ⁵s. Stick-slip increased markedly at the higher acid
concentrations. Thus, Fig. 6 indicates greater differences between ⁵s and
⁵k than does Fig. 2, the plot for more dilute acids.

After operation of the iron rider in 30 percent acid, grain-boundary etch-
ing occurred even in the wear area (Fig. 7(b)), where cold deformation tends
to smear the surface. Still, corrosion did not produce faceted corrosion pat-
terns as in the wear areas of nickel corroded under similar conditions (9).
However, the iron surface outside the wear area indicates (Fig. 7(c)) a
faceted, rapid corrosion pattern. The estimated corrosion rate (Table 2) in
the wear area of 93 mm/yr is less than the published value of 220 mm/yr given
in the literature (13). This, plus the structure comparison between the
regions inside and outside the wear area, led to the conclusion that the wear
area was not anodic to its surroundings. It is probable that the large loss
in the wear test was almost entirely the result of the high overall corrosion
rate of iron in 30 percent sulfuric acid.

The estimated corrosion rate at the wear area for 50 percent acid was
43 mm/yr. This was one-third the published corrosion rate of 125 mm/yr for
iron (13). The difference may be due to a buildup of a limited protective
coating on the iron grains in some orientations. It is clear that the corro-
sion enhancement of wear loss was not due to the wear area becoming anodic to
its surroundings. The appearance of the wear area and its surroundings was
very much like that in Fig. 7.
The iron tip worn in 65 percent acid appeared similar to the tip worn in 75 percent acid. They both were similar to Fig. 7, although corroded much less deeply.

A phenomenon that was especially notable for the tips worn in 96 percent acid, as well as in 65 and 75 percent acid, was the high corrosion losses. The corrosion rates were much higher than the well-known low rates of steel in the same acids without simultaneous wear. Table 2 gives the estimated corrosion contribution to wear loss as 25 mm/yr for 65 percent acid, 27 mm/yr for 75 percent acid, and 57 mm/yr for 95 percent acid. This compares with the rates of less than 1 mm/yr discussed earlier (10). This must mean that the passivating layer was being worn away in the wear area, making the wear area anodic with respect to its surroundings. Of course, it is possible that the rapid corrosion in the wear area was due directly to wearing away a passivating film. However, general knowledge of corrosion behavior strongly suggests the additional effect of forming a galvanic cell between the wear area and its surroundings.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental data for loss of iron sliding on aluminum oxide in aerated sulfuric acid with concentrations ranging from very dilute to very concentrated have been presented. The conclusions derived from differences in the behavior of iron in various acid concentration ranges are as follows:

1. At the very dilute acid concentrations of \(7\times10^{-5}\) to \(2\times10^{-4}\) N (4 to 12 ppm) corrosion produced a soft, friable deposit on iron. Breakup of this hydroxide-oxide-oxyhydroxide-sulfate deposit gave erratic and often high loss of iron in the wear area.

2. At somewhat higher sulfuric acid concentrations (0.001 to 0.1 N), the loss of metal in the wear area was at a minimum, and there was no buildup of corrosion products.
3. At 5 percent (1.0 N) and 30 percent acid the well-known high loss of iron due to corrosion dominated the overall loss of iron in the wear area. This effect dropped at 50 percent acid, but direct corrosion loss was still dominant over loss due to sliding effects.

4. It was expected that at 65 to 98 percent sulfuric acid loss of metal due directly to corrosion in the wear region would be low. It was not. It was concluded that friction and mechanical wear removed the passivating coating that protects iron from corrosion in concentrated sulfuric acid. Thus a galvanic cell was established between the wear area and its surroundings that greatly increased the loss of iron in the wear area.

5. A correlation between coefficient of friction and acid concentration was not particularly clear. However, the following general observations were made:

   a. At the very low sulfuric acid concentrations where a friable corrosion product developed on the iron, those specimens having unusually high friction coefficients also had high metal loss in wear.
   
   b. Over the entire acid concentration range the highest direct corrosion loss was associated with the lowest coefficients of friction.
   
   c. At acid concentrations of 5 percent (1.0 N) and below, little or no stick-slip occurred. On the other hand, at acid concentrations of 30 percent and higher, the static coefficient of friction $\mu_s$ was consistently appreciably higher than the kinetic $\mu_k$.
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TABLE 1. - CORROSION RATES OF STEEL IN H$_2$SO$_4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration, percent</th>
<th>Corrosion rate, mm/yr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.5 to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. - ESTIMATED CORROSION RATES OF WEAR AREAS OF IRON TIPS IN H$_2$SO$_4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H$_2$SO$_4$ concentration, percent</th>
<th>Corrosion rate, mm/yr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Normality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aCalculation base.*
Fig. 1. - Friction and wear apparatus.
Fig. 2. - Friction and wear of iron in dilute H₂SO₄.
Figure 3. - Wear area and surroundings - iron in $10^{-4}$ N $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$. 

(a) Photomicrograph of wear area.

(b) SEM photograph of wear area.
(c) SEM photograph of cracked deposit in wear area.

(d) SEM photograph of deposit on iron well outside wear area.

Figure 3. - Concluded.
(a) Photomicrograph of wear area.

(b) SEM photograph of wear area.

(c) SEM photograph of a lightly etched area outside wear area.

Figure 4 - Wear area and surroundings - iron in 0.001 N H₂SO₄.
Figure 5. - SEM photograph taken at edge of wear area - iron in 1.0 N (5 percent) $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$.

Fig. 6. - Friction and wear of iron in concentrated $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$. 
Figure 7. - Wear area and surroundings - iron in 30 percent H₂SO₄.
Friction and wear experiments were conducted with elemental iron sliding on aluminum oxide in aerated sulfuric acid at concentrations ranging from very dilute (7x10^-5 N; i.e., 4 ppm) to very concentrated (96 percent acid). Load and reciprocating sliding speed were kept constant. With the most dilute acid concentration of 7x10^-5 to 2x10^-4 N, a complex corrosion product formed that was friable and often increased friction and wear. At slightly higher concentrations of 0.001 N, metal losses were essentially by wear alone. Because no buildup of corrosion products occurred, this acid concentration became the standard from which to separate metal loss from direct corrosion and mechanical wear losses. When the acid concentration was increased to 5 percent (1 N), the well-established high corrosion rate of iron in sulfuric acid strongly dominated the total wear loss. This strong corrosion increased to 30 percent acid and decreased somewhat to 50 percent acid in accordance with expectations. However, the low corrosion of iron expected at acid concentrations of 65 to 96 percent was not observed in the wear area. It was apparent that the normal passivating film was being worn away and a galvanic cell established that rapidly attacked the wear area. Under the conditions where direct corrosion losses were highest, the coefficient of friction was the lowest.